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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

This study presents a designing process for refurbishing of a 32 MW rotor-generator damaged 

coupling. The reason of rotor damage was being hit by the quivers of an explosion. The original 
coupling was union with the rotor formed after a machining process on a mono block forged rotor. In 

some areas imposed damages caused the breaking off and detachment of some parts in the coupling 

flange. Because of this accident, the coupling region was removed by machining completely and 
another coupling was made and mounted on the rotor-generator shaft by shrink fitting. Reverse 

engineering method was used with comparing a 145 MW rotor-generator. At first, all of the 

mechanical loadings on the coupling were assessed. The calculations include analytical method using 
ANSI standard and simulation of ANSYS software. The results showed that in spite of geometrical 

restrictions, it is possible to install a distinct coupling by shrink fitting on the rotor generator shaft. 

 

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2015.28.09c.16 
 

 

NOMENCLATURE   

P Mechanical pressure on the shrunk fit surfaces (Pa) Dpin Diameter of pins (m) 

E Modulus of elasticity (Pa) Lpin

 
Length of pins (m) 

Ris Internal radius of shaft (m) t1 Initial temperature of coupling, during assembly on the shaft (◦C) 

Ric Internal radius of coupling (m) t2 Final temperature of coupling, during assembly on the shaft (◦C) 

Roc External radius of coupling (m) Greek Symbols 

Kτ Stress concentration factor δ Geometrical interference between coupling and shaft (m) 

Pmech

 
Generator mechanical input power (Watt) στs Tangential stress on the contacted surfaces of shaft (MPa) 

TG Generator consuming torque (N.m) στc Tangential stress on the contacted surfaces of coupling (MPa) 

Tall Allowed torque (N.m) ωG Rotor angular velocity (rad/sec) 

f   Friction force α Coefficient of thermal expansion 

D Diameter (m) Subscripts 

Lc Length of contacted surface in shrunk fit (m) C
 

Coupling 

npin Number of pins S
 

Shaft 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 

 

Shaft is one of the most important mechanical 

transmission elements which needs to be coupled 

                                                           

1*Corresponding Author’s Email: epsaeidi@gmail.com, 
epsaeidi@znu.ac.ir  (E. Poursaeidi)  

properly by the use of shaft couplings. A coupling is 

mainly to connect two shafts semi permanently [1]. 

Shrink fitting is one of the common methods in industry 

which engineers use it from long time ago. In fact, one 

of very strong and precise methods in manufacturing of 

non-permanent connections is this one, whereas, in the 

large rotors, in which it is not possible to make a rotor 
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in one piece, the couplings on the both sides of the rotor 

will be installed by mentioned methods. Another 

application is in installing axial compressor discs on the 

rotor shaft. The discs expanded by an induction heating 

system are installed respectively on the main shaft that 

is rather cold, and after becoming isotherm, a very 

strong fitting will be made. The experience shows that, 

in some cases this kind of junction, specifically in 

compressor discs, is very susceptible to sudden fracture 

[2]. Fretting fatigue is caused by micro-slip of the 

contact surfaces and formation of highly stressed zones 

near the contact surfaces [3]. 

Another application is in manufacturing of high 

technology rotors which have underwear parts. As an 

example, in manufacturing of screw type compressor 

rotors where it has high accuracy and complexity, for 

installing the driving gear that is an underwear element, 

the shrink fitting method will be used 
1
.
2
The advantages 

of using this method are: there is no need to use key 

joint for making the gear to move less on the rotor shaft 

and subsequently the rotor balancing after changing of 

the gear is not required. In any case, this kind of 

connection in the mentioned applications is too strong 

in which in spite of heavy loadings, two connected 

elements usually have no slip on each other. For 

example, in the case of rotor-generator coupling, in fact, 

the role of this element is power transmission from the 

turbine to the generator and with due attention to the 

rotor-generator dipole field in each revolution, it 

encounters with an induced resistant torque, influenced 

by stator poles and will be released by passing through 

the magnetic field lines [4]. This phenomenon, when the 

rotor-generator revolves with high speed, iterates 

several times per second depending on the numbers of 

rotor and stator poles and revolution speed. 

In these conditions all of the power transmission 

paths will be influenced by mechanical resistance load 

(frequency type), and it can be seen in the contact 

surfaces between the coupling and rotor-generator shaft. 

They are connected to each other by a large friction 

force influenced by a shrink pressure. In rotating parts, 

the shrink pressure will be weakened in the elastic range 

due to the creature of centrifugal forces on the shrink 

fitted part. So, applying this method has dimensional 

restrictions for the shaft and shrink fitted part for kinds 

of connections are calculated and presented in the ANSI 

B 4.2 standard. Nevertheless in big parts like the axial 

compressor discs that have quite large outer diameter, 

the calculation of centrifugal force causing the decrease 

of shrink fitting force on the shaft, is necessary [5]. But 

in the couplings, due to less mass and diameter, the 

centrifugal force has negligible influence on the shrink 

fitting pressure decrease. In spite of the fact, the more 

the outer diameter of shrink fitted part is, by creating 

                                                           

1. Atlascopco stationery air compressor service manual 

www.atlascopco.com. 

With due attention to severity of the coupling 

damages and spread cavities, repairing by welding 

method was inconclusive in which the results of non-

destructive tests rejected the repaired rotor (Figure 2). 

So it was decided to change the union coupling design 

and remove it completely by machining process (Figure 

more initial temperature, the stronger connection with 

the shaft will be possible depending on material tensile 

strength value. In couplings due to less outer diameter 

and length, for increasing the safety factor against 

undesired slipping of the coupling on the shaft, some 

key pins with circumferential symmetric arrangement 

are used between the shaft and coupling. Notice that the 

groove for installing the key pins is an agent making 

high stress concentration regions in the inner surface of 

the coupling and should not exceed more than material 

yield strength value. The grooves made here also reduce 

contact surfaces between coupling and shaft which 

reduces frictional resistance torque. On the other hand, 

the equipment can be classified into general purpose 

and special purpose. General purpose equipment 

includes machines such as pumps that are spared. If 

they fail or require maintenance the operation does not 

shut down or slow down. In contrast, special purpose 

equipment (compressor, generator) is critical to the 

process and if it is unavailable the entire plant might 

slow down, shut down, or might incur a safety incident 

or environmental incidence. Generally special purpose 

equipment is significantly more expensive than general 

purpose equipment and more sophistication is justified 

in the design of the interface [6]. There is a belief that 

the shrink fitted joints under a fluctuated torque service 

are very susceptible to involve fretting fatigue failure, 

but some research experiences have showed different 

approach. In the mentioned experience the only 

dependable means of eliminating fretting failures is to 

completely suppress the relative motion between the 

contacting surfaces. This means that even microscopic 

motions between contacting surfaces must be stopped. 

One of the best methods for accomplishing this is to use 

interference or "shrink" fits between well fitted 

components [7]. The subject studied in this paper is 

designing process of refurbishing a damaged 32 MW 

rotor-generator coupling in which the whole mentioned 

parameters in its designing were considered. The reason 

of the damage in the mentioned rotor is impacting of the 

quivers shoot from an undesired explosion near the 

generator. The main rotor generator has been made by 

forging method as monoblock, that after machining 

procedure the grooves of cooper bars, journal bearing 

area and flanges are made. The rotor material is 

composed of 26NiCrMoV11.5 low alloy steel. The 

damages including lots of surface cavities spread on the 

coupling areas of the coupling where in some areas it 

causes complete detachment of some parts of the flange 

circumferential regions. Some of bolts holes were 

completely damaged  (Figure 1). 
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3). A separate coupling was made and created on the 

shaft by shrink fitting method and installed at the end of 

the rotor-generator. In this way, reverse engineering 

method was used by comparing with a 145 MW rotor-

generator in which its coupling was distinct and was 

installed by shrink fitting method. All of the mechanical 

loadings on the coupling were calculated and assessed. 

Calculations included analytical method using ANSI 

standard initially and in the last step, for verifying the 

calculation correctness, simulation by finite element 

method using the ANSYS software was done. The 

results of calculations and analysis showed that in spite 

of some geometrical restrictions, installation design of a 

separate coupling by shrink fitting method on a 32 MW 

rotor-generator is possible and finally the following 

coupling was manufactured and installed on the rotor 

(Figure 4)
3
. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.  Damaged coupling due to an explosion event 

 

 
Figure 2. Penetration test result after refurbishing by welding 

and machining procedure 

 

 
Figure 3. The rotor end after removing the main forged 

coupling by machining procedure 

 

 
Figure 4. Installing a new shrink fit coupling on the rotor end 

                                                           
3 Iran Powerplant Repair Co., "Feasibility study of making a damaged 
coupling of 32MW rotor generator", Winter, 2008 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 
 

In the first step, reverse engineering method was used 

for general form of coupling and arrangement of 

cylindrical key pins inspired from the design of a 145 

MW rotor-generator. Using ANSI B 4.2 standard, the 

value of allowed shrink based on ultimate diameter of 

the shaft -204mm- at the end of the 32 MW rotor-

generator was selected. With due attention to the 

maximum allowed diameter, because of dimensional 

restrictions in the coupling flange of 32 MW rotor-

generator and required space for its bolting, the 

coupling boss diameter is determined about 280 mm 

and the value of tangentional stress using the theory of 

thick-walled cylinders, is calculated without 

consideration of key ways and the bolting bores on the 

flange. In the subsequent step, values of tangentional 

stress were modified, using stress concentration factors 

for cylindrical key ways and assuming the existence of 

tensile stress on the inner surface of the coupling. So, 

maximum effective tensile stresses were resulted. These 

values of stress were compared with the minimum 

values of consumed material yield strength, so the 

minimum factor of safety was calculated in the ambient 

temperature. Calculations showed that the coupling 

which is in the process of design has a relatively lower 

safety factor compared with the base coupling of the 

145 MW rotor-generator. Also it can be seen in the 

calculations that there was a difference about 10 MPa 

between the values of tangentional stresses on the inner 

surface of the couplings. This one was calculated about 

173 MPa for the design coupling, whereas this value 

was about 163.4 MPa for the original coupling used in 

the 145 MW rotor. 

Notice that the comparison between tangentional 

stresses is important because only this stress makes 

rupture in the inner side of thick-walled cylinders; and 

in no pressurized condition its value is zero. But after 

shrink fitting procedure, the stress increases depending 

on the value of two cylindrical parts interference, due to 

creation of elastic strain. This generated stress must not 

exceed from the material yield limit, considering a 

safety factor. Figure 5 presents the schematic view of 

stress gradients for a part of two thick walled cylinders 

due to a geometric interference. As it is shown, the 

tangential stress on the outer cylinder is tensile with 

positive sign and for the inner cylinder is compressive 

with negative sign. 

Meanwhile, since the coupling operation in rotor-

generators has dynamical behavior, and due to 

transmission of power and mechanical torque from 

turbine rotor to generator rotor, the transmitted torque 

must be always lower than maximum allowed friction 

torque by the coupling, otherwise it causes undesired 

slipping of the coupling on the rotor shaft. In addition 

the key joint system using six cylindrical pins between 
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the shaft and coupling are used for more safety 

consideration. 

The recommended factor of safety was considered 

according to API 671 (1998). With these factors of 

safety one can compare couplings for a particular 

application. Table 1 shows the recommended minimum 

design factors of safety for various rating factor basis of 

safety. Finally, the values in Table 1 are recommended 

as a guide and do not reflect how good a job was done 

in determining and combining the stresses used to 

obtain them.  

 

 

3. STRESS CALCULATIONS 
 

As it was pointed before, the most important effective 

load on the coupling cylinder is the tensile stress 

generated by shrink fitting force and the other loads are 

in lower levels of validity. Figure 6 shows the base of 

calculation in stress analysis of thick-walled cylinders to 

use shrink fitting process for the coupling on the shaft. 

In the first step, it is considered to calculate the 

values of tangentional stresses on the inner surface of 

the 145 MW rotor-generator coupling, using sizes and 

dimensions in Figures 7 and 8; Equations (1) to (3) are 

used [8]. 

 

 
TABLE 1. Minimum factors of safety [9] 

Coupling capacity Design factor Basis of factor of safety 

Max. continuous 
Rating 

1.25-1.35 
Min* 

Endurance 

Peak rating 1.15 Min Yield 

Max momentary 
Rating 

1.0 Min Yield 

 
Figure 5. Schematic view of stress distribution for two 

shrunk fit thick walled cylinder 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Dimensional specifications for two shrunk fit 

cylinders 
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 In the second step, the value of tensile stress in the 

pinholes, determining the stress concentration factor Kτ, 

is calculated. For this purpose, with due attention to 

Figure 7, the value of stress στc, calculated in the 

followed equations, is only correct for the last part of 

coupling boss, which is like a cylinder without 

considering geometrical discontinuity. Existence of pin 

holes causes stress concentration Kτ in the flange side 

part and the middle part of the coupling, where its 

maximum value can be calculated by consideration of 

stress concentration factors. Using the reference [10] for 

the plate under tensile load with a semicircle hole in the 

edge, the value of stress concentration factor for the 

middle part of the coupling is resulted as 1.6, and for the 

flange side part, it is equal 2. So, the values of relevant 

stresses can be calculated in the Equation (4) as follows: 

ccMAX K     (4) 

MPacMAX 14.26059.162*6.1 
  

MPacMAX 18.32559.162*0.2   

 As it is resulted, all of the incoming values of stresses 

are lower than yield strength average value of the 

material used in the ambient temperature (758 Mpa), 

while the minimum safety factor is 2.21. 

In the third step, the value of generator consuming 

torque TG without taking all of the losses into account, 

are calculated in Equation (6): 

GGmech TP .
 (5) 

sec/314
60

3000*2

60

2
rad

n
G 
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mNTG .4.461783
314

)10(145 6


 (6) 

Also the amount of allowed torque Tall which can be 

tolerated by the friction force between the rotor shaft 

and the inner surface of the coupling is calculated in 

Equation (7) [11]: 

)]().[(
2
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Then the ratio of torques that approximately presents 

total safety factor of the designed coupling by shrink 

fitting for the 145 MW rotor-generator will be resulted 

by Equation (8): 

39.1
4.461783

9.640818


G

all

T

T  
(8) 

In the fourth step, similar calculations for the 32 MW 

rotor-generator were done, due to calculated values of 

tangentional stress on the inner surface of the coupling 

and outer surface of the shaft, using the sizes and 

dimensions in Figures 9 and 10: 

2
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Notice that, the value of outer radius of the coupling is 

considered equal to 140 mm, with due attention to 

geometrical restrictions of the flange and bolting bores 

and the out side diameter of counter bores. Also the 

optimized value of the allowed interference in diameter 

before the shrink fitting process resulted as 0.23 mm 

using ANSI B4.2 standard. Therefore the standard 

U7/h6 was chosen for high stress and high pressure 

fittings based on shaft outer diameter. Then the allowed 

diameter interference can be calculated with an 

interpolation from relevant tables for the shaft with 

outer diameter 204 mm. Stress values are calculated in 

Equations (10) and (11) as follows: 
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In the fifth step, similar to the second step, the 

maximum value of tangentional stress in the pin holes 

can be calculated considering stress concentration 

factors. Therefore, stress concentration factor was 

calculated for the middle part of the coupling equal to 

1.7 and for the flange side part, it is 2.1. Using Equation 

(12), it will be resulted: 

ccMAX K     (12) 

MPacMAX 5.2936.172*7.1    

MPacMAX 5.3626.172*1.2   

 

 

 
Figure 8.  A cut-view of  145 MW rotor generator coupling  

 

 

 
Figure 9. Assembly drawing of the shrink fit designed 

coupling for the 32 MW rotor generator 
 

 

 
Figure 10.  Cut-view of 32 MW rotor generator coupling 
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As it is resulted, minimum safety factor of applied 

material in ambient temperature is 1.98. Also it can be 

resulted that, the values of absolute magnitude in 

tangentional stress of the coupling and shaft are a little 

more than calculated values in 145 MW rotor-generator. 

In the sixth step, by reason of finding the ratio of 

allowed torque value to the consumed or transferred 

torque value in the coupling, the following calculations 

were done. 

GGmech TP .
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2
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n
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As it can be seen, the ratio of torques in the 32 MW 

rotor-generator coupling is approximately 11% lower in 

comparison with the 145 MW rotor-generator coupling 

as a pattern for design. This presents lower safety factor 

for the design coupling. In other word, design of 145 

MW rotor-generator coupling is approximately 11% 

more conservative than the design coupling. 

Equation (17) is used for calculating the minimum 

temperature needed for shrink fit procedure [12]. 
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4. FEM SIMULATION 
 

In this step, with due attention to the dimensions of the 

shaft and the chosen dimensions for the coupling of 32 

MW rotor-generator, a computer model (CAD) was 

made and then it was analyzed and assessed with 

ANSYS software. 

Moreover, in real operation conditions designed 

coupling is a part which is under dynamical conditions 

and other than static force of shrink fitting, it tolerates 

other loads, like centrifugal force resulting from rotation 

and mechanical torques. So in calculations, all of these 

loads must be entered. While the analytical method 

using the theory of thick-walled cylinders only consider 

the effect of compression force resulted from shrink 

fitting. 

For this reason, computer analysis of the problem is 

very useful and precise. The accuracy of analytical 

calculations can be evaluated by using the results of 

computer analysis. For computer solution by finite 

element method, designed models were meshed with 

Solid 187 element and contact element, initially. Then 

they were loaded. Suitable boundary conditions were 

applied on them. One of the boundary conditions, used 

in the model is the centrifugal force. With due attention 

to the rotation velocity of the shaft and coupling set 

(3000 rpm), it makes a diametrical expansion in the 

elastic range of the rotating coupling and approximately 

some decrease in residual stresses resulting from shrink 

fitting can be followed in it. In other word, the 

centrifugal force has a neutralizing effect and/or, it acts 

opposite to the shrink fitting force. This is considered to 

be an undesired and inevitable factor in the design 

process. Another boundary condition is the transferred 

torque. It is used from the former calculations on the 

cross-sectional area of the shaft with due attention to the 

generator consuming power without consideration of 

the losses resulted from generator efficiency and 

mechanical losses in the bearings and etc. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. FEM result shows von-Mises stress distribution 

on the new designed coupling 

 

 

 
Figure 12.  FEM result shows normal stress distribution (Y 

direction) on the new designed coupling 
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The third boundary condition applies the relevant 

supports to show the resistance against rotational torque 

of the coupling. And it must have degrees of freedom 

(DOF) in radial direction simultaneously. So it doesn’t 

prevent the elastic expansion of the shaft and coupling. 

Boundary condition of in contact surfaces was 

considered between the shaft and the coupling, 

assuming friction factor of 0.15 because of severe 

friction between two parts [11]. In fact, the main 

purpose of designing this coupling by shrink fitting 

method was only this force. In other word, this force is 

very useful for the aim of transferring the mechanical 

torque from the coupling to the shaft. 

Exerting the mechanical properties, with due 

attention to the type of following rotor-generator alloy 

and with due attention to the usage of this material for 

the coupling with the commercial code of 

26NiCrMoV11.5 equivalent to DIN 1.6948, the value of 

elasticity module in the ambient temperature was 

considered 200 GPa, and for the Poisson's ratio, it is 

0.33. Also the average value of yield strength and 

ultimate tensile strength were considered 758 MPa and 

883 MPa, respectively. 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

After the complete solution of problem, the FEM 

analysis results were investigated as Von-Mises and 

normal stresses in the directions X and Y that are shown 

in Figures 6 and 7. According to previous analytical 

calculations the maximum stress values occurred on the 

place of cylindrical pins. For example the maximum 

stress values of the designed 32 MW rotor generator 

coupling, on the flange side and middle of coupling are 

respectively 364 and 281 MPa, exactly on the place of 

cylindrical key pins (Figure 11). It is noticeable that the 

stress values corresponding to the mentioned points that 

were calculated by analytical method has small 

difference with the stress values resulted from FEM 

simulations, so that this stress values has been 

calculated equal to 362.5 and 293.4 MPa, respectively 

for the points on the flange side and middle of coupling. 

And about the analysis of normal stresses on the boss 

end of coupling that exactly behaves as a thick cylinder 

without any geometric discontinuities, the value of 

normal tensile stress in the X coordinate as tangential 

direction was calculated 174.13 MPa (Figure 12). 

During previous analytical calculation the stress value 

for the corresponding point has been calculated equal to 

172.6 MPa without considering the centrifugal load, 

mechanical torque and friction effect that shows a 

calculation difference less than 1%. 

According to results of problem solution, the 

maximum stress values was appeared on the place of 

cylindrical key pins and this place should be under 

attention during machining and drilling process to avoid 

any surface defects due to insufficient surface finishing. 

This is because this high stress points are very 

susceptible to crack origination and so on. Hence 

removing or blending the surface notches and 

discontinuities of the used raw material is very essential 

for safety considerations. Meanwhile after the 

machining process some NDT like UT and MT is useful 

for final approval. 
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چكيده
 

 

 آسیب علت. کند می ارایه را ژنراتور روتور دستگاه یک دیده آسیب کوپلینگ سازی باز برای طراحی روند پژوهش این

 از پس که بوده فورجینگ روش به ژنراتور روتور  اولیه طراحی. بود انفجار یک های ترکش اصابت مزبور، ژنراتور روتور

 شدن کنده باعث نواحی از برخی در وارده های آسیب. بود شده حاصل جزییات کلیه با یکپارچه روتور یک کاری ماشین

 یک و گردید حذف کامال تراشکاری روش به کوپلینگ ناحیه بنابراین. بود شده کوپلینگ فلنج از هایی بخش جدایش و

 در. شد جایگزین ژنراتور روتور روی بر( Thermal Shrink) حرارتی شیرینک روش به و شد ساخته مجزا کوپلینگ

 مکانیکی بارهای کلیه ابتدا. استفاده شد مگاواتی 541 ژنراتور روتور کوپلینگ یک مقایسه با طراحی کوپلینگ از روش

 نرم با سازی شبیه و ANSI استاندارد از استفاده با تحلیلی روش شامل محاسبات. شد ارزیابی کوپلینگ روی بر موجود

 شیرینک روش به مجزا کوپلینگ یک نصب طرح هندسی، محدودیت وجود با که داد نشان نتایج. بود  ANSYS افزار

   .باشد می پذیر امکان حرارتی
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